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Density and recall of a transition-set
The Cloud Permutation Problem and the Clouded Eulerian Path Problem assume that the clouds are correct. However, for the MOCK5 dataset, 58, 187 out of 64, 448 putative clouds in the contracted assembly graph graph are incorrect (76, 654 out of 77, 841 putative clouds are incorrect for the YEAST dataset). Many incorrect putative clouds are triggered by false transitions that do not represent consecutive edges of the genomic cycle in the contracted assembly graph. Below we introduce the concepts of the density and recall of a transition-set and describe four transition elimination procedures aimed at reducing the number of false transitions.
Let CDB be a contracted assembly graph and T be a transition-set on its edges. We refer to transitions between consecutive edges in the genomic cycle Cycle(Genome, CDB) as genomic transitions and refer to the set of such transitions as T Genome . All edges in the set T \T Genome represent false transitions (the number of false transitions may vary from 0 to |E(CDB)| 2 − |E(CDB)|), where E(CDB) is the edge-set of the graph CDB. We define the transition density parameter as:
The lower is the density, the more information a transition-set contains, ranging from no information (density 1) to the correctly inferred transitionset with density 0 that coincides with the transition-set of the genomic cycle.
Some genome transitions may be missing from the contracted assembly graph, making it impossible to reconstruct the genomic cycle. To analyze the extent of missing transitions, we define the transition recall parameter as:
recall(CDB, T ) = |T ∩ T Genome | |T Genome | Appendices 2 and 3 describe the containment and split indices that we use for eliminating false transitions. Appendices 4 and 6 describe various transition elimination procedures that greatly reduce the transition density with minimal decrease of the transition recall.
Containment index
We refer to the set of barcodes marking an edge e in a graph as the barcodeset of an edge and denote this set as b(e). Given edges e 1 and e 2 , we refer to the set of barcodes marking both e 1 and e 2 as b(e 1 , e 2 ). We score the similarity between barcode-sets of two edges using the containment index CI (Koslicki and Zabeti, 2017):
CI(e 1 , e 2 ) = |b(e 1 , e 2 )| min(|b(e 1 )|, |b(e 2 )|)
The normalization by min(|b(e 1 )|, |b(e 2 )|) is important for metagenomics datasets with highly uneven coverage. Our analysis suggests that using min(|b(e 1 )|, |b(e 2 )|) for normalization makes sense for pairs of long edges (even in case one of the long edges e 1 and e 2 corresponds to a repeat) but needs to be modified as follows in the case one of two edges is short:
CI(e 1 , e 2 ) = |b(e 1 , e 2 )| max(|b(e 1 )|, |b(e 2 )|)
Note that the normalization term in the case one of the edges is short differs from the normalization term in the case when both edges are long. We use max(|b(e 1 )|, |b(e 2 )|) instead of min(|b(e 1 )|, |b(e 2 )|) for normalization since a short edge often corresponds to a repeat that may accumulate many barcodes that do not belong to the same segment of the genome as the long edge.
We say that long edges e 1 and e 2 have similar barcode-sets if CI(e 1 , e 2 ) exceeds a threshold CI long . We say that a short edge e 1 and a long edge e 2 have similar barcode-sets if CI(e 1 , e 2 ) exceeds a threshold CI short . Appendix 5 describes how cloudSPAdes automatically sets the thresholds CI long and CI short depending on the specifics of a dataset.
Analyzing the containment index.
We say that edges in the contracted assembly graph are close if they belong to the same genomic cycle and the genomic distance between them does not exceed a threshold Distance. The default value for Distance is the inferred mean length of an SSLR fragment (see Appendix 16). Note that close edges are not necessarily consecutive in the genomic cycle. We say that two edges are distant if they are not close. Appendix 5 describes how to infer a sample of close (distant) edges. We used the MOCK5 and YEAST datasets to analyze the distribution of the containment index CI for pairs of close and distant long edges (Figure 2 .1). Since distant edges typically share no (or very few) barcodes, the containment index CI is typically low for distant edges and high for close edges.
Split index
A set of four consecutive edges (e 1 , e 2 , e 3 , e 4 ) in a genomic cycle is called a quartet if edges e 1 and e 2 have approximately the same length and edges e 3 and e 4 have approximately the same length. Consider a quartet (e 1 , e 2 , e 3 , e 4 ) and four barcode-sets b(e 1 , e 3 ), b(e 1 , e 4 ), b(e 2 , e 3 ), and b(e 2 , e 4 ). Since e 2 and e 3 are the only consecutive edges among edgepairs (e 1 , e 3 ), (e 1 , e 4 ), (e 2 , e 3 ), and (e 2 , e 4 ), we expect that the size of the barcode-set b(e 2 , e 3 ) exceeds the size of three other barcode-sets, We thus compare the size of the barcode set b(e 2 , e 3 ) with the maximal size of three other barcode-sets max(|b(e 1 , e 3 )|, |b(e 1 , e 4 )|, |b(e 2 , e 4 )|) using the split index SI:
SI(e 1 , e 2 , e 3 , e 4 ) = |b(e 2 , e 3 )| max(|b(e 1 , e 3 )|, |b(e 1 , e 4 )|, |b(e 2 , e 4 )|)
We expect that the split index of a quartet significantly exceeds 1. Since we do not expect to find many quartets in a genomic cycle, we split each edge e into two halves denoted head(e) and tail(e). After this split, every two consecutive edges e and e in a genomic cycle form a quartet (head(e), tail(e), head(e ), tail(e )) and we define SI(e, e ) as SI(head(e), tail(e), head(e ), tail(e )).
Analyzing the split index.
We say that edges in a genomic cycle are t-close if they are separated by t other edges in this cycle (e.g., consecutive edges in a genomic cycle are 0-close).
We used the MOCK5 and YEAST datasets to analyze the distribution of the split index SI for pairs of consecutive long edges and non-consecutive t-close long edges (for 1 ≤ t ≤ 4). Figure 3 .1 shows that split index SI is typically low for non-consecutive edges and high for consecutive edges.
Fig. 2.1:
The containment index between two long edges for MOCK5 (top left), YEAST (top right) datasets in the case of distant (red) and close edges (green). The containment index between a long and a short edge for MOCK5 (bottom left) and YEAST (bottom right) datasets. The green histogram shows the probability that the containment index CI of two close edges does not exceed the given value. The red histogram shows the probability that the containment index CI of two distant edges exceeds the given value.
Transition elimination
Eliminating transitions based on the containment index of long edges.
Given consecutive edges e 1 and e 2 in a genomic cycle, we expect that their barcode-sets are similar (at least in the case when the genomic distance between these edges is small). We say that two edges in the contracted assembly graph are linked if their containment index exceeds the threshold CI long and eliminate all transitions between non-linked edges. Although this procedure filters out many false transitions, some non-consecutive but close edges in the genomic cycle may share many barcodes, resulting in a high containment index between these edges. Below we describe an additional transition elimination procedure to filter out such pairs of edges.
Eliminating transitions based on the containment index of short-length paths.
Using the containment index, one can check if edges e 1 and e 2 in the contracted assembly CDB have similar barcode-sets. Note that short edges in the genomic path between e 1 and e 2 in the assembly graph DB are expected to have barcode-sets similar to barcode-sets of e 1 and e 2 . We now describe how to check whether the barcode set of a short-edge path between e 1 and e 2 in the assembly graph has a similar barcode-set to both e 1 and e 2 . If such a path does not exist, edges e 1 and e 2 likely form a false transition that needs to be eliminated.
Ideally, barcode(F ) marks all edges in the assembly graph that are traversed by a fragment F . In practice, since the coverage of fragments by reads is low, short edges traversed by F are often not marked by barcode(F ). However, for each short edge e on a path between long edges e 1 and e 2 , some barcodes in b(e) typically also occur in b(e 1 ) and/or b(e 2 ). We say that a short edge and a long edge in the assembly graph are linked if the containment index between these edges exceeds CI short . We say that long edges e 1 and e 2 are linked by a short-edge path if there is a short-edge path in the assembly graph from the start of e 1 to the end of e 2 that:
• consists only of edges that are linked to both e 1 and e 2 , • for every edge e of the path, there are at least P E(e) paired-end reads with the right read mapping to e and the left read mapping to the prefix The split index between two long edges for MOCK5 (left) and YEAST (right) datasets in the case of non-consecutive (red) and consecutive edges (green). The green histogram shows the probability that the split index SI of two consecutive edges does not exceed the given value. The red histogram shows the probability that the split index SI of two non-consecutive t-close (1 ≤ t ≤ 4) edges exceeds the given value.
of the path that precedes e. The threshold P E(e) is set by the threshold selection procedure from the exSPAnder algorithm (Prjibelski et al., 2014) .
Note that exSPAnder stops the path extension procedure if there exist multiple paths between long edges e 1 and e 2 that satisfy the condition above. Since we do not aim to reconstruct the correct path between e 1 and e 2 at this point, we just check if a path that satisfies the conditions above exists. We eliminate all transitions that are not linked by short-edge paths.
Eliminating transition based on the split index.
Ideally, a unique edge e in the genomic cycle has a single transition to the next edge in this cycle. However, other edges in the contracted assembly graph might also be close to e, often triggering multiple transitions from this edge.
Many non-consecutive long edges in a genomic cycle in the assembly graph turn into incident edges in the contracted assembly graph. Such pairs of incident edges in the contracted assembly graph form false transitions that sometimes are not removed by the previously described transition elimination procedures. We found that transitions between t-close edges (for small values of t) in the genomic cycle are common among false transitions. Another common source of false transition is triggered by complementary edges, i.e., edges with reverse complementary sequence. Since the orientation of reads is unknown, complementary edges have identical barcode-sets. As a result, if an edge e 1 forms a genomic transition with an edge e 2 , it often forms a false transition with the complementary edge of e 2 .
cloudSPAdes uses the observation that the split index is high for genomic transitions and low for false transitions (even if they correspond to close edges). We thus classify a transition (e 1 , e 2 ) as false if its split index SI(e 1 , e 2 ) is below a threshold SI min (the default value 0.95). It turned out that the transition elimination procedure based on the split index does not eliminate any genomic transitions in the MOCK5 and YEAST datasets.
Eliminating transitive transitions.
The previously described transition elimination procedures remove most false transitions but still retain a small number of false transitions between t-close edges (typically for t < 5). We classify a transition between edges e 1 and e 2 as transitive (and eliminate it) if there exists a path (consisting of more than one but less than 5 edges) between the end vertex of e 1 and the start vertex of e 2 in the contracted assembly graph such that pairs of consecutive edges in this path form transitions from the transition-set.
Long and ultralong edges.
The results of procedures described above depend heavily on the value of the edge length threshold LT . The previously described length threshold selection procedure generates the relatively large threshold LT + . Although the transition elimination procedure applied to edges longer than LT + eliminates almost all false transitions, it also removes some genomic transitions that correspond to pairs of distant edges. To preserve information about these missing transitions, we introduce another tier of long edges (longer than the threshold LT ). Transition elimination procedures work under the assumption that long edges are unique. Our analysis have shown that majority of edges longer than LT = 3, 000 are unique, and transition elimination procedures for LT = 3, 000 result in near perfect recall for MOCK5 and YEAST datasets. We now refer to edges longer than a threshold LT + as ultralong, to edges longer than a threshold LT but shorter or equal than LT + as long, and to all remaining edges as short.
Results of the transition elimination procedure on the MOCK5 dataset.
Tables 4.1 and 4.2 present stage-by-stage results of the transition elimination for the MOCK5 and YEAST datasets. Since the transition elimination procedures based on the split index and transitive transitions result in a low recall for long edges, these steps are only used for ultralong edges. We refer to the transition-set after the final stage of all transition elimination procedures in the contracted assembly graph CDB as T * (CDB).
Estimating thresholds for eliminating transitions
The transition elimination procedures are aimed at distinguishing the genomic transitions (consecutive pairs of long edges in the genomic cycle) from false transitions. of genomic transitions to estimate the parameters for the transition elimination procedures. Since the genomic transitions are not known, we infer these parameters by sub-partitioning ultralong edges of the assembly graph.
Given an ultralong edge e, and parameters Length 1 , Length 2 , and M axDistance, we split the prefix of e of length |e| / Length 1 · Length 1 into the set of segments Segments(e, Length 1 ) of length Length 1 . Let Distances(M, M axDistance) be the sequence of possible distances starting from 0, incrementing by M axDistance / M and ending at M axDistance (M = 10 by default). We define simulated transitions as all pairs of substrings (Segment 1 , Segment 2 ) of the sequence of the edge e separated by a distance Distance ∈ Distances(M, M axDistance) and satisfying the conditions Segment 1 ∈ Segments(e, Length 1 ) and |Segment 2 | = Length 2 (Figure 5 .1).
We refer to the union of all simulated transitions over all ultralong edges as T ransitions(Length 1 , Length 2 , M axDistance).
All simulated transitions correspond to genomic transitions which we aim to identify using the barcode information. Thus, the parameter M axDistance should not be too large to ensure that there are SSLR fragments overlapping with both Segment 1 and Segment 2 . It also should not be too small, since some consecutive long edges in the genomic cycle might be located far from each other in the genome. We thus select the Qth percentile (Q = 90% by default) of the SSLR fragment length distribution as M axDistance. Appendix 16 shows how to estimate the fragment length distribution.
We use the simulated transitions to set the thresholds CI long and CI short . Let SimulatedScores(Length 1 , Length 2 , M axDistance) be the set of scores obtained by applying CI to all pairs from T ransitions(Length 1 , Length 2 , M axDistance). We define the threshold for CI with confidence T (0.01 by default) as the T th percentile of SimulatedScores and use it in the transition elimination procedures.
We set Length 1 = Length 2 = LT (Length 1 = LT and Length 2 = 1) for analyzing the containment index between two long edges (between a short and a long edge).
Repairing the cloud breaks
While the transition elimination procedures remove many false transitions, they may also remove some genomic transitions. Our analysis revealed that the contracted assembly graphs often have a small number of edges that do not participate in any transitions that start from this edge or end in this edge (cloud breaks). Such cloud breaks often occur when there are no fragments covering the entire distance between substrings of the genome that correspond to consecutive edges in Cycle(Genome, CDB). We analyze short-edge paths in the assembly graph to repair cloud breaks in the contracted assembly graph.
An edge in the contracted assembly graph is called a sink (source) edge if it does not participate in any transition as its first (second) edge. Our goal is to "repair" the cloud breaks by adding transitions between some sinks and sources. To achieve this goal, we use a variation of the exSPAnder algorithm (Prjibelski et al., 2014) . Given a subpath of a genomic cycle in the assembly graph, exSPAnder selects the next edge in the genomic cycle based on additional information such as read-pairs or barcodes.
For a long source edge e in the contracted assembly graph, we iteratively extend path(e) in the assembly graph (the path in the assembly graph that was contracted into the edge e) by adding short edges to it with the goal to reach the first vertex of a path(e ), where e represents a long sink edge. If such a vertex is reached, we add the transition (e, e ) to the transition-set in the contracted assembly graph.
Given the length threshold LT min (200 nucleotides by default), we say that an edge next is reachable from an edge previous if there is a path in the assembly graph from the end of previous to the beginning of next that does not contain edges longer than LT min . We ignore short edges shorter than LT min (ultrashort edges) since many ultrashort edges represent repeats or are marked by a very few barcodes. We consider all short edges (longer than LT min ) that are reachable from the end vertex of path(e) and refer to them as candidate edges. We then select an extension edge from the set of candidate edges and add it to path(e). Below we describe how cloudSPAdes selects the extension edge.
Barcode-set of a path in the assembly graph.
Given a subpath path of a genomic cycle in the assembly graph, our goal is to find out what barcodes contribute to this subpath and exclude barcodes from other regions of the graph (these barcode may contribute to the repeat edges of path). To achieve this goal, we infer barcodes only from unique edges of path and exclude barcodes from its repeat edges.
Below we assume that a subpath path starts from a unique long edge e and use it to infer other unique edges in this path. We classify an edge e in path as unique if coverage(e ) < c · coverage(e), where coverage is the coverage of an the edge e by reads, and c is a constant (1.5 by default). We define the barcode-set b(path) as the set of all barcodes from all unique edges in path.
Selecting an extension edge.
The containment index CI between a long and a short edge reflects our confidence that these edges are close in the genomic cycle. Below we compute the containment index between a path path(e) (rather than a single long edge as before) and each candidate edge (playing the role of a short edge) to find the extension edge.
We say that a (short) candidate edge e is valid, if CI(path(e), e ) ≥ CI short . If there is only one valid candidate edge, we select it as an extension edge. If there are multiple valid candidate edges, we select the candidate edge winner with the largest value of CI. If the CI value of winner is at least r times (the default value r = 2) larger than the CI value of all other candidates, we select winner as an extension edge. Otherwise, we stop the path extension procedure.
Filtering clouds in the contracted assembly graph.
A set consisting of one (two) elements is called a singleton (doubleton). All other sets are called multitons. We classify a putative cloud as correct if it represents a composition of a subpath of the genomic cycle Cycle(Genome, CDB), and incorrect otherwise. The Clouded Eulerian Path problem assumes that all input clouds are correct. However, 1, 030 out of 6, 632 putative clouds in the MOCK5 dataset and 270 out of 2, 265 putative clouds in the YEAST dataset constructed using the contracted assembly graph CDB = DB LT and the transition-set T = T * (CDB) are incorrect (note the difference between the numbers here and numbers in Appendix 1, where clouds are constructed using CDB only). We thus aim to remove all (or nearly all) false clouds before solving the CEP problem. We say that clouds c 1 and c 2 clash if c 1 crosses c 2 and there is no T -compatible path in CDB that conforms with both c 1 and c 2 . If the cloud-set C = Clouds(CDB, T, Reads) contains clashing clouds, then there is no T -compatible clouded Eulerian path in CDB that conforms with C. Thus, our goal is to remove some clouds so that there is no clashing clouds left. Specifically, we want to remove all clouds from C that clash with correct clouds.
Given a subset of edges c in the contracted assembly graph, we define b(c) as the set of all barcodes marking edges of c. Let ctrue be a correct cloud that clashes with a false cloud c f alse . Since ctrue corresponds to a subpath in the genomic cycle and c f alse does not, the set ctrue ∩ c f alse usually shares more barcodes with ctrue \c f alse than with c f alse \ctrue. We use the score function CI from Appendix 2 to decide which clashing cloud in the pair (c 1 , c 2 ) is correct Fig. 5 .1: Generating simulated transitions. Prefix of an ultralong edge e is split into segments of length Length 1 . Two blue segments represent a simulated transition.
If clash(c 1 , c 2 ) exceeds a threshold r (2 by default), we assume that the cloud c 1 is correct and remove the cloud c 2 from the cloudset C. If clash(c 1 , c 2 ) < 1 r , we remove the cloud c 1 from C. If 1 r ≤ clash(c 1 , c 2 ) ≤ r, we remove both c 1 and c 2 from C. This procedure is applied to all pairs of clashing clouds in the cloud-set C.
Our analysis of the MOCK5 and YEAST datasets revealed that the most common example of clashing clouds are doubletons sharing an edge. If we successfully resolve all clashing doubletons, finding the clouded Eulerian path turns into a trivial problem (since we obtain all transitions of the genomic cycle as the correct doubletons). This is usually the case when the mean fragment length is small compared to the long edge threshold LT . However, when the mean fragment length is large, it becomes harder to resolve clashing doubletons than clashes that involve multitons. For example, for a subpath e 1 , e 2 , e 3 , e 4 of a genomic cycle, clash({e 1 , e 2 , e 3 }, {e 1 , e 2 , e 4 }) is usually larger than clash({e 2 , e 3 }, {e 2 , e 4 }), since there are fewer barcodes that mark only e 2 and e 3 compared to the barcodes that mark e 2 and e 4 , but do not mark e 3 . In this case, we use the CloudedPath algorithm (Appendix 13) to find the clouded Eulerian path using larger clouds.
Fragmentation of the contracted assembly graph
Although the transition elimination procedures greatly reduce the number of false transitions, they also remove some correct transitions (Table 4 .1) and thus break genomic cycles in the contracted assembly graph into multiple paths. Since the Clouded Eulerian Path Problem can not be applied to the entire contracted assembly graph in such cases, we partition it into smaller subgraphs and solve a separate assembly problem in each subgraph, localizing the effect of false and missing transitions in the graph. Below we describe the graph fragmentation approach and apply it for reconstructing the genomic cycle.
Contracted assembly graph on ultralong edges.
We observed that inferring the sequence of long edges in a putative cloud is usually an easier task than restoring the paths of short edges between long edges. cloudSPAdes thus constructs the contracted assembly graph based on ultralong edges (longer than a length threshold LT + ) so that most clouds contain only 2-4 ultralong edges. After reconstructing the order of these ultralong edges in the genomic cycle, we fragment the contracted assembly graph DB LT into subgraphs between consecutive ultralong edges and split the genomic cycle reconstruction into smaller subproblems. Below we describe an algorithm for reconstructing the order of ultralong edges in DB LT + and the algorithm for reconstructing a path between consecutive ultralong edges in DB LT .
Filtering false clouds.
Let Component be a weakly connected component of the contracted assembly graph CDB = DB LT + . Our goal is to extract the subpath of the genomic cycle Cycle(Genome, CDB) from Component by solving the CEP problem. Let T = T * (Component) be a transitionset, and Clouds(Component, T, Reads) be a set of putative clouds obtained from Component. Even though the fraction of false putative clouds in the contracted assembly graph CDB is low (4% for the MOCK5 dataset), we cannot apply the CloudedPath algorithm to Component since most components in CDB still contain false clouds. We thus apply the cloud filtering procedure described in Appendix 7 to eliminate false clouds from Clouds(Component, T, Reads) and refer to the resulting cloud-set as Clouds * (Component, T, Reads).
We estimate the effectiveness of the false transition elimination and putative cloud filtering procedures using the MOCK5 and YEAST datasets with known genomes. We classify Component as correct if it contains a subpath of Cycle(Genome, CDB) as an Eulerian path and if this subpath conforms with all clouds from Clouds * (Component, T, Reads). For the MOCK5 dataset, 22 out of 26 nontrivial components (components with more than two vertices) in the contracted assembly graph DB LT + are correct, and for the YEAST dataset, 92 out of 98 nontrivial components are correct. We thus can apply an algorithm for solving the Clouded Eulerian Path problem to a majority of weakly connected components in the contracted assembly graph.
By applying the CloudedPath algorithm from Appendix 13 to weakly connected components and filtering putative clouds, we obtain the set of subpaths Subpaths(DB LT + ) of Cycle(Genome, DB LT + ). We refer to the set of pairs of consecutive ultralong edges from Subpaths(DB LT + ) as P airs(DB LT + ).
Filling the gap between consecutive ultralong edges.
Let (e 1 , e 2 ) be a pair of consecutive ultralong edges from P airs(DB LT + ). To fill the gap between these edges in the contracted assembly graph CDB = DB LT , we analyze all edges that have a large containment index with both e 1 and e 2 , i.e., all edges e with CI(e 1 , e) > CI long and CI(e, e 2 ) > CI long . The subgraph CDB[e 1 , e 2 ] is constructed as the induced subgraph on these edges. Let P ath[e 1 , e 2 ] be a subpath of the genomic cycle Cycle(Genome, CDB) that starts from e 1 and ends in e 2 . We reconstruct P ath[e 1 , e 2 ] by applying the CloudedPath algorithm from Appendix 13 to CDB[e 1 , e 2 ] and the set of clouds Clouds * (CDB[e 1 , e 2 ], Reads). This algorithm results in a subpath of Cycle(Genome, CDB) for every pair of consecutive ultralong edges. We refer to the set of all such reconstructed subpaths as P aths(DB, LT ).
Combining information about clouds with information about read-pairs
Although the contracted assembly graph contributes to constructing scaffolds using clouds, it does not utilize information about the read-pairs generated by the SSLR technology. To combine both types of information (clouds and read-pairs), we use long edge sequences P aths(DB, LT ) to scaffold metaSPAdes contigs Contigs(Reads, k) obtained from the assembly graph DB(Reads, k) and read-pairs Reads using the exSPAnder algorithm (Prjibelski et al., 2014) . Every contig contig from Contigs(Reads, k) represents a path path(contig) in the assembly graph DB(Reads, k). Let f irst(contig, LT ) and last(contig, LT ) be the first and last long edges of path(contig), respectively. Let P airs(DB, LT ) be the set of pairs of consecutive edges in P aths(DB, LT ). We merge a pair of contigs (contig 1 , contig 2 ) from Contigs if the pair of long edges (last(contig 1 , LT ), f irst(contig 2 , LT )) belongs to P airs(DB, LT ), resulting in the set of (possibly gapped) scaffolds Scaf f olds(Contigs, P aths, LT ). Afterwards, cloudSPAdes constructs the scaffold graph DB Scaf f olds by merging every path from Scaf f olds = Scaf f olds(Contigs, P aths, LT ) into a single scaffold edge (which might contain unknown nucleotides if some gaps were not closed by the gap closing procedure). Most scaffold edges in DB Scaf f olds are formed by multiple long edges in DB: the scaffold edges in the MOCK5 dataset (mean length 154 kb) are much longer than long edges (mean length 29 kb). Also, the gaps between scaffold edges in DB Scaf f olds are smaller than the gaps between long edges in DB (mean gap is 885 bp for scaffold edges vs 7 kb for long edges in the MOCK5 dataset), making it easier to connect the scaffold edges using the read-pairs or clouds.
To utilize the advantages of the scaffold edges over the long edges of the assembly graph, cloudSPAdes constructs the contracted assembly graph CDB = CDB(DB Scaf f olds , LT ) and a transition-set T = T * (CDB). Let outdegree T (e) and indegree T (e) be the number of transitions starting from e and ending at e, respectively. cloudSPAdes extracts reliable transitions from T , i.e., pairs of scaffold edges (e 1 , e 2 ) such that indegree T (e 2 ) = outdegree T (e 1 ) = 1, and merges scaffolds corresponding to e 1 and e 2 into a single scaffold. We refer to the algorithm that generates the resulting scaffolds (and generates the final cloudSPAdes output) as MergeScaffolds(Scaf f olds, LT ).
Closing gaps between long edges
When cloudSPAdes merges contigs using the long-edge paths in the contracted assembly graph, it typically inserts a gap between merged contigs that separates consecutive edges in these contigs. It further attempts to close this gap by reconstructing a segment of the genomic cycle in the assembly graph between these edges. Below we describe how cloudSPAdes combines read-pairs and clouds to reconstruct segment Segment of the genomic path between consecutive long edges e 1 and e 2 in the scaffold. Similarly to the algorithm described in Appendix 6, we use exSPAnder to reconstruct Segment starting from e 1 and iteratively extending it (by adding short edges) with the goal to reach e 2 .
We say that a short edge e is supported by e 1 and e 2 , if e is reachable from e 1 , e 2 is reachable from e, CI(e 1 , e) > CI short , and CI(e 2 , e)) > CI short . Supported edges are likely to be located between e 1 and e 2 in the genomic cycle.
cloudSPAdes constructs the set of supported edges and uses them to improve the results of exSPAnder. At each iteration, we filter a set of candidates (edges starting at the last vertex of Segment) by discarding all edges that are neither supported by e 1 or e 2 nor are a part of a path that leads to a supported edge. The described filtering resolves many situations where it was difficult to reliably select the next edge due to a long repeats or a complex graph structure (Figure 10.1) .
In the case when the described algorithm fails to reconstruct a path from e 1 to e 2 , cloudSPAdes attempts to reconstruct the reverse path from e 2 to e 1 . Since the path extension procedure is asymmetric, in some cases the reverse search closes the gap when the direct search fails to close it. We refer to the algorithm that closes gaps in a given Scaf f olds as CloseGaps(Scaf f olds, Reads).
Solving the Cloud Permutation Problem
Below we define a condition on a cloud-set that guarantees that the Cloud Permutation Problem has a unique solution and show how to effectively find the solution if the condition holds.
A set consisting of one (two) elements is called a singleton (doubleton). All other sets are called multitons. A cloud is proper if it is a proper subset of char(C). A proper subset of a set (cloud) is non-trivial subset (nontrivial cloud) if it is not a singleton. We say that two sets overlap if they share at least one element. We say that sets c 1 and c 2 cross (c 1 c 2 ) iff c 1 and c 2 overlap, c 1 ⊆ c 2 , and c 2 ⊆ c 1 . A cloud-set C crosses a subset s of char(C) if it contains a cloud that crosses s. A set of clouds C is complete if it crosses each non-trivial subset of char(C). For the sake of convenience, we consider cloud-sets that contain all singletons of char(C), and a cloud that consists of the entire set char(C). Also we will assume that char(C) consists of at least two elements.
We denote the reverse string of a permutation G asḠ. Given a substring s of a permutation G, its reversal is a rearrangement of symbols of this susbstring (all other symbols of G do not change their positions) that substitutes the i-th symbol of s by its (|s| + 1 − i)-th symbol (for all symbol in the substring). For example, the reversal of a substring bcd in abcdef results in adcbef .
We say that a cloud crosses a subset of a permutation if it crosses a set formed by the elements of this subset. Lemma 1. Let G be a permutation that conforms with a cloud-set C. If C does not cross a nontrivial subset s of char(C) then there is a permutation G different from G andḠ that also conforms with C.
Proof. If the subset
In the case (i), a cloud c ∈ C corresponds to a substring in G that does not include symbols from s , This substring is also present in the sreversal of G since this reversal only affect symbols from s . Therefore, the cloud c conforms with the s -reversal of G.
In the case (ii), a cloud corresponds to a substring in G that includes all symbols of s , Thus, this cloud also corresponds to a substring of the s -reversal of G.
In the case (iii), a cloud corresponds to a substring in G formed by symbols in s . Thus, the same symbols form a substring of the s -reversal of G.
If the subset s contains the first element of the permutation G, let s L be the maximal prefix in G that is contained in s. Since s is a proper subset, s L = G, and there is a substring s R in G such that G = s L s R . Since C does not cross s, every proper cloud in C is contained in either s L or s R . Thus, the string s R s L conforms with C.
Note that if a permutation G conforms with the overlapping clouds c 1 and c 2 , then it also conforms with the sets c 1 ∪ c 2 and c 1 ∩ c 2 . Moreover, if c 1 crosses c 2 , then G also conforms c 1 \ c 2 and c 2 \ c 1 . Let Expansion(C) be an expanded set of clouds constructed as a closure of C under these four operations. Clearly, a permutation conforms with C iff it conforms with Expansion(C). Also a set s crosses a cloud-set C iff s crosses Expansion(C) since for any clouds c 1 , c 2 that do not cross s there union, intersection and differences (in case c 1 crosses c 2 ) also do not cross s.
We use the notation v ≺ w to indicate that a set v is a proper subset of w. Given a cloud-set C, we construct a directed acyclic cloud-graph Graph(C) where each vertex corresponds to a cloud in Expansion(C) and vertices v and w are connected by an edge iff v ≺ w. We label an edge (v, w) of the cloud-graph by the set of symbols of w that do not occur in v. Given a cloud-set C and a pair of clouds v ≺ w, we define div(v, w) as the number of vertices in a longest path in Graph(C) starting at v and ending at w.
Lemma 2. If a is a singleton in a complete cloud-set C then div(a, c) = |c| for each cloud c ∈ C that contains a.
Proof. If a longest path P from a to c in the cloud-graph Graph(C) is shorter than |c|, then at least one of its edges (v, w) is labeled by a set with multiple symbols, i.e., by a non-trivial set s. Since the cloud-set C is complete, there is a cloud b ∈ C crossing s.
If b overlaps with the cloud v then the set u = v ∪ (w ∩ b) belongs to Expansion(C). If b does not overlap with v then the set u = w \ b belongs to Expansion(C). In either case, v ≺ u ≺ w. Subgraph between two long unique edges e 1 and e 2 . The path extension procedure attempts to extend the path by finding an edge that follows the edge current. Two candidates are highlighted in blue. Edges that are supported by clouds are highlighted in green. (Bottom) Since only one blue edge can be extended using green edges supported by clouds, we add it to the path since the supported edge is reachable from it. The other candidate (highlighted in red) is discarded.
Therefore, inserting u between v and w in the path P increases its length, a contradiction to the fact that P is a longest path from a to c.
A permutation G conforming with a cloud-set C is unique if G andḠ are the only permutations that conform C.
Theorem. Let G be a permutation that conforms with a cloud-set C. Then G is unique iff C is complete.
Proof. If G is a unique permutation that conforms with an incomplete cloud-set C then there exists a non-trivial set s that does not cross C. However, Lemma 1 implies that there is a permutation different from G andḠ that also conforms with C, a contradiction to the fact that G is unique.
If a complete cloud-set C conforms with a permutation G = g 1 . . . g N then G also conforms with a cloud-set Expansion(C). Lemma 2 implies that there exists an N -vertex path in the cloud-graph Graph(C) starting at g 1 and passing through vertices:
i.e., each prefix of G forms in a cloud in Expansion(C). Applying the same argument to the reverse permutation of G, each suffix of G forms a cloud in Expansion(C). Each substring of G can be represented as an intersection of a prefix and a suffix of G. Therefore, each substring of G forms a cloud in Expansion(C). In particular, Expansion(C) contains all 2-element substrings of G as doubletons, implying that G and G are the only strings that conform with the cloud-set C.
Two cloud-sets C 1 and C 2 are equivalent if Expansion(C 1 ) = Expansion(C 2 ). Given a cloud-set C, below we show how to derive the set of doubletons in Expansion(C) by constructing a series of equivalent but "simpler" cloud-sets to eventually arrive to a cloud-set consisting of doubletons only. Specifically, given a multiton c in a complete cloud-set C, we will construct an equivalent cloud-set by removing c from C and substituting it by at two smaller clouds. Iterating this process, we will arrive at a cloud-set where each non-trivial cloud is a doubleton.
We say that a cloud-set is pseudo-complete if every nontrivial cloud c from Expansion(C) crosses C.
Lemma 3. For each proper multiton cloud c in a pseudo-complete cloudset C, there exist crossing clouds c 1 and c 2 in Expansion(C) such that c = c 1 ∪ c 2 . The cloud-set C where c is replaced by c 1 and c 2 is equivalent to C.
Proof. Since the cloud-set C is pseudo-complete, there exists a cloud c ∈ C crossing the multiton cloud c. Therefore, both c ∩ c and c \ c belong to Expansion(C). Since c has more than two elements, one of these sets (denoted c 1 ) has at least two elements. Let c 2 = c \ c 1 . Since C is pseudo-complete, it contains a cloud c 3 crossing c 1 . The union of c 1 and c 2 equals c however these two sets do not overlap. We will now use c 3 to find two crossing sets whose union is also c.
Since c 3 crosses c 1 , it can not be a subset of c 2 . Thus, it either crosses c 2 (i), or contains c 2 (ii), or does not overlap with c 2 (iii).
In the case (i), clouds c 1 , c 3 ∪ c 2 cross and their union is c. In the case (ii), clouds c 1 , c 3 ∩ c cross and their union forms c. In the case (iii), clouds c 1 and c \ c 3 cross and their union forms c. Finally, replacing a cloud c with two crossing clouds from Expansion(C) whose union is c results in an equivalent cloud-set since c still belongs to the expansion of the modified cloud-set.
Lemma above leads to an efficient algorithm for constructing all doubletons in the expansion of a pseudo-complete cloud-set (Figure 11 .1). However this algorithm does not directly generalize to incomplete cloudsets that arise in practice. Appendix 12 describes how to address this complication.
We will conclude this section by stating the relation between complete and pseudo-complete cloud-sets. A cloud-set is non-trivial if it contains a non-trivial cloud and trivial otherwise (a trivial cloud-set consists only from singletons and char(C)). A cloud-set is viable if there exists a permutation conforming with this cloud-set.
Lemma 4. A viable non-trivial cloud-set is complete iff it is pseudocomplete.
Proof. Let C be a viable non-trivial cloud-set and G be a permutation that conforms with C. It is easy to see that if C is complete then it is pseudo-complete. We will now prove that if it pseudo-complete then it is complete.
Given a cloud c in C, we define G(c) as a substring of G with composition equal to c. We say that a cloud c is complete if Expansion(C) contains compositions of all 2-element substrings of G(c). We will prove that if C is pseudo-complete then char(C) is a complete cloud and thus C is a complete cloud-set.
Let c be a smallest cloud in Expansion(C) that is not complete. Since all singletons and doubletons in Expansion(C) are complete then c is a multiton. If c is a proper multiton then, according to lemma 3, it can be represented as as a union of two crossing subclouds c 1 and c 2 . Since both c 1 and c 2 are smaller than c, they are both complete, which implies that c is complete since each 2-element substring from c belongs to at least one of the clouds c 1 and c 2 .
If c is not a proper multiton (i.e., c = char(C)), we consider a cloud c 1 that is a maximal proper cloud in Expansion(C). Since C is not trivial, c 1 is not a singleton and thus there is a cloud c 2 ∈ C that crosses c 1 . Since c 1 ∪ c 2 belongs to Expansion(C) and contains c 1 , then c 1 ∪ c 2 = char(C). Thus, cloud c is a union of two smaller (and thus complete) crossing clouds. It implies that c = char(C) is complete and C is complete. Figure 11 .1 Pseudocode of the FindCloudSuperstring algorithm that solves the Cloud Permutation Problem for cloud-set C. SplitCloud(c) represents a cloud c as a union of two smaller clouds (as described in lemma 3) and returns these two clouds. IsSimplePath(Graph) checks if Graph is a simple path and SimplePath(Graph) returns a string representing this path.
1: procedure FindCloudSuperstring(C) 2:
while C contains multitons do 3:
c ← a largest cloud in C 4:
remove c from C 6: add c 1 , c 2 to C
7:
Graph ← empty graph on the vertex-set Char(C) 8:
for all doubletons (v 1 , v 2 ) ∈ C do 9:
add edge (v 1 , v 2 ) to Graph 10: if IsSimplePath(Graph) then 11:
return SimplePath(Graph) 12: else 13:
return ∅
Analyzing incomplete cloud-sets
Although the Cloud Permutation Problem has a unique solution when the cloud-set is complete, the SSLRs often define incomplete cloud-sets, making it difficult to reconstruct the genomic cycle in the contracted assembly graph using barcodes marking long edges. Below we introduce the concept of block trees that effectively describe Expansion(C) for an incomplete cloud-set C.
Partinioning a cloud-set into blocks.
We define a cell of a cloud-set C as a proper cloud in Expansion(C) that does not cross C. Note that cells also do not cross any clouds from Expansion(C) since crossing C is the same as crossing Expansion(C). Maximal cells of a cloud-set C are called blocks.
Lemma 5. Blocks of a cloud-set C form a partition of char(C), i.e., they contain all elements of char(C) and do not overlap.
Proof. Since each singleton is a cell, each element of char(C) lies within a block. Therefore, blocks contain all elements of char(C).
To conclude the proof we will to show that if We refer to the set of all blocks in a cloud-set C as the block partition of C.
Given a cell s and a cloud c, we define the s-glued cloud c s as a cloud where all elements of s are glued together, i.e., substituted by a single character that we denote as s * (if s does not overlap c, c s = c). Given a cell s in a cloud-set C, we define its s-glued cloud-set C s as a cloud-set where all elements of s are glued together. C s is a cloud-set in a reduced alphabet where all characters from s (in each cloud that contains characters from s) are substituted by a single character s * . The following two lemmas describe the relation between expansions and cells of C and C s .
Lemma 6. Let s be a cell in a cloud-set. If clouds c 1 and c 2 overlap
Proof. We will prove this lemma for only for set intersection since for both other operations the proof is very similar.
Since s is a cell, c 1 and c 2 do not cross s. If c 1 or c 2 is a subset of s then c 1 ∩ c 2 ⊂ s and thus (c 1 ∩ c 2 ) s = {s * } = c s 1 ∩ c s 2 . Thus both c 1 and c 2 either contain or do not intersect s. If both c 1 and c 2 contain
If at least one of c 1 and c 2 does not intersect s then (c 1 ∩ c 2 ) does not intersect s and
Lemma 7. Let s be a cell of cloud-set C and let c ∈ Expansion(C) be a cloud that is not a proper subset of s. Then c is a cell in C iff c s is a cell in C s .
Proof. Let c be a cell in C and c 1 ∈ C be any cloud from C. Proof. Since b is a block, it is not a proper subset of the cell s, and thus, according to lemma 7, b s is a cell in C s . If b s is not a block then there is a block b 1 in C s that contains b s . Lemma 6 implies that Expansion(C) s = Expansion(C s ) and thus there is a cloud b 2 ∈ Expansion(C) such that b 1 = b s 2 . Since b 2 contains b, b 2 can not be a proper subset of s. Thus, by lemma 7 b 2 is a cell that contains b as a proper subset, that is a contradiction since b is a block.
The block partition of a cloud set can be constructed by iterating through all clouds in Expansion(C) in order from the largest to the smallest as described in the pseudocode in Fig. 12.1) . At each step, a cloud is selected as a block if it does not cross C and does not overlap a previously constructed block. U sedChars ← ∅ 3:
Blocks ← ∅ 4:
for all c ∈ SortBySize(Expansion(C)) do 5:
if not AreCrossing(C, c) and c ∩ U sedChars = ∅ then 6: add c to Blocks 7:
add characters from c to U sedChars 8:
return Blocks
Block tree of a cloud-set.
Below we introduce the concept of a block tree of a cloud-set.
Let G be a permutation that conforms with a cloud-set C and S = {s 1 , . . . , s k } be a set of non-intersecting cells in C. Let c be a cloud in C such that every s ∈ S either lies within c or does not overlap c. We define S-glued cloud c S as a cloud where for all s ∈ S such that s ⊂ c all elements in s are glued into a single character s * . We define S-glued cloud-set C S as a cloud-set where every cloud c ∈ C is S-glued. C S can be defined iteratively in the following way: let A 0 = C, and A i = A
Thus lemmas 6 and 7 can be applied to the complex gluing defined above iteratively.
Let G[c] be a substring of G conforming with a cloud c. Similarly, we define the string G S as the string obtained from G by compressing G[s] into a single character char(s) for every s ∈ S.
We will use the following property of the block partition to introduce a tree which represents Expansion(C).
Lemma 9. If B is the block partition of a viable cloud-set C then C B is pseudo-complete (and thus it is either complete or trivial).
Proof. Let s be a cell in cloud-set C. Let B 1 be a block partition of C s . Lemma 8 implies that every cloud in B s is a block in B 1 . Thus |B 1 | ≥ |B|. Since every element in composition(c s ) is contained by a block in B s , and blocks in B 1 do not overlap, |B 1 | ≤ |B|. Thus the number of blocks in the block partition remains the same after gluing cells. Thus the block partition of C B consists of singletons that are the results of gluing each block in the block partition of C. Thus all cells in C B are singletons and every nontrivial cloud in C B crosses C B . Lemma 4 implies that C B is either complete or trivial.
Lemma 9 implies that, for every block partition B, the ordering of blocks in a permutation that conforms C B is either completely reconstructable (if C B is complete), or completely unknown (if C B is trivial). We use this property to represent the cloud-set C as a tree.
Let C be a cloud-set and s be a subset of char(C). A reduced cloudset Cs is defined as the set of all clouds in Expansion(C) that are subsets of s.
We define the block tree of a cloud-set C (denoted BT (C)) as follows. Every vertex of BT (C) is a cell of C, and the root of BT (C) is char(C). Let v be a vertex of BT (C), and Blocks(v) = {v 1 , . . . , v k } be a block partition of Cv. Then v has k children v 1 , . . . , v k . If |v| = 1, then v is a leaf. Every internal vertex of BT (C) is either ordered or unordered. Vertex v is ordered iff (Cv) Blocks(v) is complete. If b 1 . . . b k is the permutation that conforms with (Cv) Blocks(v) , we say it is a children ordering of v (denoted as Ordering (v)). Figure 12 .2 describes the algorithm BlockTree(C) that returns the root of the constructed block tree BT (C). Figure 12. 2 Pseudocode of the BlockTree algorithm. SingleV ertex denotes a block tree with a single vertex that has no children. AddChild(a, b) adds a child vertex b to a vertex a. Ordered(V ertex) is true iff a vertex V ertex is ordered. 1: procedure BlockTree(C) 2:
if |char(C)| = 1 then 3:
return SingleV ertex
4:
Root ← SingleV ertex 5:
Blocks ← BlockPartition(C) 6:
for all Block ∈ Blocks do 7:
AddChild(Root, BlockT ree(C Block ))
8:
if C is a trivial cloud-set then 9:
Ordered(Root) ← F alse 10: else 11:
Ordered(Root) ← T rue 12:
Ordering(Root) ← FindCloudSuperstring(C Blocks )
13:
return Root
Clouded Eulerian Path Problem
Ideally, genomic cycle in the assembly graph DB corresponds to an Eulerian cycle in the contracted assembly graph CDB. However, genomic cycle in the assembly graph is usually broken into paths due to coverage breaks. As a result, genomic cycle in the contracted assembly graph often breaks into multiple paths. Below we apply the Clouded Eulerian Path Problem to reconstructing subpaths of the Eulerian cycle in the subgraphs of the contracted assembly graph.
Using the block tree to solve the Clouded Eulerian Path Problem.
The Clouded Eulerian Path Problem is resolvable (for a graph G, its cloudset C, and its transition-set T ) if it has a solution. Let v be a vertex of the block tree that has children v 1 , . . . , v k , and P aths(v) be a set of clouded Eulerian paths that conform with Cv. Lemma 10 below implies that if v is ordered, every element of P aths(v) can be represented as a concatenation of paths p 1 . . . p k , where p i ∈ P aths(v i ).
To solve the CEP problem, we will use the block tree to split a subset s of edges of the graph G into smaller subsets using information provided by the cloud-set C. We solve the CEP problem iteratively starting from leaves of the block tree and going up to the root.
Let G be a directed graph, T be a transition-set, and C be a cloud-set over the edge-set of G. Let P aths(G, T, C) be a set of Tcompatible Eulerian paths in G that conform with C. Let P be a path in P aths(G, T, C), and v be a vertex in the block tree BT (C). We denote the subgraph induced in P by v as P [v] . Note that every vertex v in the block tree BT (C) corresponds to a cell in C. Thus, for every path P ∈ P aths(G, T, C) and a vertex v in BT (C), the induced subgraph P [v] is a subpath of P . We use this property to apply a bottom-up approach to solve the Clouded Eulerian Path problem. First, we find clouded Eulerian subpaths for all children of a given vertex of the block tree, and then concatenate them in a larger path. The following lemma describes how to concatenate subpaths in the correct order.
Lemma 10. Let G be a directed graph, C be a cloud-set over its edgeset, T be a set of transitions, and P be a clouded Eulerian path for G, T and C. Let v be an ordered vertex in BT (C), and P [v] be a subpath of P corresponding to v. Let Blocks(v) = {v 1 , . . . , v k } be the children of
Proof. Since (Cv) Blocks(v) is complete, Theorem 11 implies that the children ordering of v Ordering(v) is the only string that conforms with (Cv) Blocks(v) . Let G(v) be a string of vertices corresponding to P [v] . Then G(v) Blocks(v) conforms with (Cv) Blocks(v) , which concludes the proof.
Let v be a vertex in the block tree that has children v 1 , . . . , v k , and P aths(v) be a set of T -compatible Eulerian paths in induced subgraph G[v] that conform with Cv. Lemma 10 shows that if v is ordered, every element of P aths(v) can be represented as concatenation of paths p 1 . . . p k , where p i ∈ P aths(v i ). Not every sequence of paths can be concatenated, since the edge-pair formed by the last edge of p i and the first edge of p i+1 is not necessarily a transition. To avoid checking concatenation of every possible sequence p 1 . . . p k , we represent P aths(v) as a set of starts and ends of all paths in P aths(v) and concatenate these sets instead. Below we introduce the matrix representation of P aths(v).
Let v be a vertex in the block tree. If an edge in v is a start/end of a path from P ath(v), we say that it is a starting/ending edge of v. Let Starts(v) be the set of starting edges of v, and Ends(v) be the set of ending edges of v. Let start-end matrix of v (denoted SE(v)) be a matrix with index sets |Starts(v)|, |Ends(v)|, where SE(v) i,j is a number of paths in P aths(v) starting with edge i and ending with edge j.
Let v be a vertex in BT (C) with children ordering v 1 , . . . , v k . Let A i be the adjacency matrix of the bipartite graph with partitions Ends(v i ), Starts(v i+1 ) and edges induced from transitions. Then
Clouded Eulerian path algorithm.
We are now ready to describe the algorithm for solving the Clouded Eulerian Path Problem. Let G be a directed graph, C be a cloud-set over its edge-set, and T be a transition-set. We assume that at least one clouded Eulerian path exists. If there exists exactly one clouded Eulerian path P , the procedure StartEndMatrix(G, T, BlockT reeRoot) (Figure 13 .1) returns a matrix with exactly one non-zero cell (s, e), where s is the starting edge of P and e is the ending edge of P . In that case, the procedure CloudedPath(G, T, C) returns the path P using backtracking. If there are multiple clouded Eulerian paths, the procedure CloudedPath(G, T, C) returns nothing.
cloudSPAdes outline
cloudSPAdes takes a set of barcoded reads Reads and integers k, LT , LT + as an input. The pseudocode in Figure 14 .1 outlines the steps of the cloudSPAdes algorithms. Since the individual genomes forming the GUT dataset are unknown, we attempted to infer them using the assembled genomes from the RefSeq database (O'Leary et al., 2016) . Specifically, we extracted 27 genomes from this database that share at least 80% of their k-mers with contigs assembled by metaSPAdes launched on the GUT dataset (with k=55). We used the Mash tool (Ondov et al., 2016) to estimate the fraction of shared k-mers. We then used metaQUAST to estimate the genome fraction of the selected 27 assemblies covered by metaSPAdes contigs. Afterwards, we selected 13 out of 27 genomes with at least 90% genome fraction and at most 20 metaSPAdes misassemblies (as reported by metaQUAST) as the reference assemblies for the GUT dataset. The rationale for retaining only references with 20 or less metaSPAdes misassemblies is that large numbers of assembly errors are likely caused by differences with the reference genomes making such diverged references inappropriate for our benchmarking (previous benchmarking studies revealed that metaSPAdes is rather accurate). Finally, we broke contigs in the reference assemblies along the regions that were poorly covered by paired-end reads (less than 20% of the mean coverage).
Information about the datasets
Data availability
All sequencing reads from this study are available at https://s3. us-east-2.amazonaws.com/readclouds/cloudspades_data. tar.gz. Figure 13 .1 Pseudocode of the CloudedPath algorithm. Procedure StartEndMatrix(G, T, V ertex) computes the start-end matrix for a vertex V ertex, graph G and transition set T . MergeMartices(G, T, M atrices, Ordering) construct the start-end matrix of the vertex from the start-end matrices M atrices of its children with ordering Ordering as described above. UniquePath(G, T, s, e, BlockT reeRoot) returns the Clouded Eulerian Path with the starting edge s and the ending edge e by performing a backtracking procedure using block tree with root BlockT reeRoot.
1: procedure CloudedPath(G, T, C) 2:
BlockT reeRoot ← BlockTree(C) 3:
StartEndM atrix ← StartEndMatrix(G, T, BlockT reeRoot) 4:
if there are s, e such that StartEndM atrixs,e = 1 and StartEndM atrix i,j = 0 for all i = s, j = e then 5:
return UniquePath(G, T, s, e, BlockT reeRoot) 6: else 7:
return ∅ 8: 9: procedure StartEndMatrix(G, T, V ertex) 10: if V ertex = {e} then 11:
return matrix A with a single element Ae,e = 1
12:
Children ← children of V ertex 13:
M atrices ← EmptyList 14:
for all Child ∈ Children do 15:
add StartEndMatrix(G, T, Child) to M atrices 
Analysis of SSLRs
Although all SLR technologies follow the pipeline illustrated in Figure  1 , they differ in the mean fragment length (f ragmentLength), mean coverage of each fragment by short reads (coverage), mean number of fragments in a single container (f ragmentN umber), and the number of containers (containerN umber). For example, the TSLR technology is characterized by the following typical parameters: f ragmentLength = 10 kb, f ragmentN umber = 300, containerN umber = 384, coverage = 10x (Bankevich and Pevzner, 2016; McCoy et al., 2014; Kuleshov et al., 2014) . In contrast, the SSLR technology is characterized by the following typical parameters: f ragmentLength = 80 Kb, f ragmentN umber = 10, containerN umber = 1, 500, 000, coverage = 0.05x (Kuleshov et al., 2016; Mostovoy et al., 2016) . The SSLR parameters listed above represent typical values that may significantly deviate from parameter that characterize a specific SSLR dataset. For example, SSLR libraries for eukaryotic genomes have very different parameters (f ragmentLength, f ragmentN umber, coverage) than metagenomic SSLR libraries, moreover, different metagenomic SSLRs may have very different parameters. These differences suggest that, to generate a good assembly, one should take into account the parameters of a specific dataset. Below we analyse SSLR parameters of various metagenomic samples.
Estimating parameters of SSLR datasets.
Given a set of reference genomes forming a metagenome, we map all short reads from a single container to these references. We use the Lariat SSLR aligner (Bishara et al., 2015) to filter out multiple alignments of barcoded reads.
We use the short read alignments to estimate the unknown f ragmentLength, f ragmentN umber and coverage parameters of Figure 14 .1 The pseudocode of the cloudSPAdes algorithm. AssemblyGraph(Reads, k) constructs the assembly graph using metaSPAdes. ContractedGraph(DB, LT ) contracts all edges shorter than LT in the assembly graph DB. T * (DB) infers transitions from DB and eliminates false transitions as described in Appendix 4. Clouds * (Graph, T ransitions, Reads) extracts putative clouds from the contracted assembly graph Graph and filters them using T ransitions as described in Appendix 7. CloudedPath(Graph, T ransitions, Clouds) reconstructs clouded Eulerian path in Graph as described in Appendix 13. Construction of the gap subgraph between consecutive edges e 1 and e 2 is described in Appendix 8. Contigs(DB, Reads) applies exSPAnder algorithm to generate contigs from the assembly graph and paired-end reads. Scaffolds(Contigs, P aths LT , LT ) merges given Contigs using consecutive pairs from P aths LT as described in Appendix 9. CloseGaps(Scaf f olds, Reads) closes gaps in Scaf f olds using paired-end barcoded reads Reads as described in Appendix 10. MergeScaffolds(Scaf f olds, LT ) merges Scaf f olds by constructing the contracted assembly graph on scaffold edges longer than LT as described in Appendix 9.
1: procedure cloudSPAdes(Reads, k, LT, LT + ) 2:
DB ← AssemblyGraph(Reads, k) constructing assembly graph using metaSPAdes 3:
DB LT + ← ContractedGraph(DB, LT + ) constructing contracted assembly graph on ultralong edges 4:
T ransitions LT + ← T * (DB LT + , Reads) constructing transitions on ultralong edges 5:
Components ← weakly connected components of DB LT + 6: P aths LT + ← empty set of paths 7:
for all Component in Components do 8:
Clouds ← Clouds * (Component, T ransitions LT + , Reads) generating clouds 9:
P ath ← CloudedPath(Component, T ransitions LT + , Clouds) constructing clouded Eulerian path 10:
add P ath to P aths LT +
11:
P aths LT ← empty set of paths 12:
DB LT ← ContractedGraph(DB, LT ) constructing contracted assembly graph on long edges 13:
T ransitions LT ← T * (DB LT , Reads) constructing transitions on long edges 14:
for all pair of consecutive edges (e 1 , e 2 ) in P aths LT do 15:
Subgraph ← GapSubgraph(DB LT , e 1 , e 2 ) getting gap subgraph between e 1 and e 2 16:
Clouds ← Clouds * (Subgraph, T ransitions LT , Reads) generating putative clouds 17:
P ath ← CloudedPath(Subgraph, T ransitions LT , Clouds) constructing clouded Eulerian path 18:
add P ath to P aths LT
19:
Contigs ← Contigs(DB, Reads) constructing metaSPAdes contigs 20:
Scaf f olds ← Scaffolds(Contigs, P aths LT , LT ) scaffolding contigs using paths in DB LT 21:
Scaf f olds ← CloseGaps(Scaf f olds, Reads) closing gaps within scaffolds 22:
Scaf f olds ← MergeScaffolds(Scaf f olds, LT ) merging scaffolds 23:
Scaf f olds ← CloseGaps(Scaf f olds, Reads) closing gaps in merged scaffolds 24:
return Scaf f olds a SSLR library. We use single linkage clustering to partition the mapped reads into clusters corresponding to alignments of (unknown) fragments to reference genome. Two reads are combined into the same cluster if they are mapped to the same genome and the distance between them does not exceed a threshold Distance (see the description of the threshold selection procedure below). We further compute the span of each of the resulting clusters (as the distance between its endpoints) and limit attention to clusters of length at least minSpan (the default value is 2000). Span of the cluster corresponds to the f ragmentLength parameter. We estimate the coverage of a cluster as the ratio of total read length falling into this cluster and its span. We estimate f ragmentN umber as the number of resulting clusters.
Setting the default value for the Distance parameter.
There is a trade-off between selecting small and large values of the Distance parameter. Small values of Distance lead to fragmented clusters, while large values lead to combining multiple clusters into a single one, thus creating false clusters.
We estimate an optimal value of Distance using the median span of the clusters. Typically, the median span of the clusters increases with the increase of Distance because the set of clusters corresponding to a single read cloud becomes less fragmented. Since there are few collisions, we presume that two distinct read clouds rarely merge even at high values of Distance. Therefore the increase of the mean span of the clusters with the growth should decline when Distance is equal to maximum f ragmentLength. Figure 16 .1 illustrates this point and reveals a slight drop in the rate of the cluster span growth around Distance = 40 kb for the MOCK5 dataset and Distance = 5 kb for the GUT dataset, making them reasonable parameter choices for cluster construction. Figure 16 .2 shows the cluster span distribution for different values of Distance.
SLR statistics of metagenomic datasets. Figures 16.3, 16.4 and 16.5 show the distribution of spans of the resulting clusters (f ragmentLength), the distribution of the number of clusters (f ragmentN umber) per container, and the distribution of the coverage of clusters (coverage) for the MOCK5 and GUT datasets. For GUT dataset, we use contigs longer than 50kb from 16 inferred reference assemblies to obtain cluster statistics. These Figures illustrate that the SSLR statistics of different metagenomic datasets are quite different. Thus, each SSLR metagenome assembler has to adapt to parameters of a specific SSLR dataset.
SLR statistics per reference. Figures 16.7 and 16.6 show the distribution of spans of the clusters (f ragmentLength), the distribution of the coverage of clusters (f ragmentCoverage), and the distribution of the number of clusters (f ragmentN umber) per container for four reference genomes in 
Benchmarking on simulated datasets
We have simulated 13 datasets with various f ragmentLength, coverage, f ragmentN umber, and containerN umber parameters based on the MOCK5 dataset to demonstrate how SSLR library parameters affect tool performance. Given these four parameters, parameters readLength and insertSize, and reference genomes, simulating process performs the following steps:
1. The total number of fragments T otalF ragments is defined as f ragmentN umber · containerN umber. 2. From every reference genome f raction · T otalF ragments fragments are generated, where f raction is the DNA fraction of the genome in the dataset (in the case of MOCK5 dataset, fractions from Table 15 .1 were used). Every fragment f corresponds to a substring of the reference genome, and is assigned length length(f ), number of corresponding read-pairs reads(f ), container container(f ) and a start position in the reference start(f ). 5. Container container(f ) is drawn from a uniform distribution unif {0, containerN umber}. 6. Start position start(f ) is drawn from a uniform distribution unif {0, length(Genome)}. 7. For every fragment f , reads(f ) read-pairs are generated. Every read-pair read corresponds to a substring of the genome string, starting from position start(read) which is drawn uniformly from the segment [start(f ), start(f )+length(f )−insertSize]. Every read-pair is assinged a barcode marking container(f ).
We used parameters f ragmentLength = 10000, coverage = 0.1, f ragmentN umber = 10, containerN umber = 50000, readLength = 150, and insertSize = 400 for a baseline simulated dataset. We created 3 additional datasets for every SSLR parameter (f ragmentLength, coverage, f ragmentN umber, and containerN umber) by changing the value of that parameter and leaving other parameters from the baseline dataset unchanged. We refer to the simulated dataset by the name and value of its changed parameter (e.g. dataset (F ragment length, 20000) denotes simulated dataset with parameters f ragmentLength = 20000, coverage = 0.1, f ragmentN umber = 10, containerN umber = 50000). Figure  17 .1 shows mean NGA50 metric per reference and mean number of misassemblies per reference for metaSPAdes, Athena, cloudSPAdes, Architect, ARCS and Supernova for every simulated dataset. All tools except Architect demonstrate stable performance against changes of f ragmentN umber and containerN umber parameters. All tools except Architect show lower NGA50 on the (F ragment length, 20000) dataset than on the (F ragment length, 10000) dataset. 
